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Behar 5776-Questions 

 
In this week’s parsha Hashem instructs 

the Bnai Yisrael in the laws of Shemittah - the 

Sabbatical year, - where every seventh year the 

fields of Eretz Yisrael must lie fallow. Of course, 

observance of Shemittah means that no crops are 

grown during the seventh year (and the first half 

of the eighth) thus severely testing the faith of an 

agricultural society. And for those whose faith 

were not up to the challenge and would question 

how they would survive, Hashem promised a 

crop on the sixth year that would be miraculous 

in both its quantitative and qualitative capacities, 

lasting well into the eighth year.  

 Take a gander if you will, at the the wording 

of this topic in the parsha and I believe we can 

gain an understanding into why there were those 

who just did not have the faith to implicitly trust that Hashem would have their backs during the 

Shemittah process and instead vocally questioned their future. Six times in reference to the 

Shemittah mitzva the word tevu’ah - edible produce - is mentioned (Vayikra, 25:3-22). By five of 

them Hashem is speaking, and when He uses the word He either says “hatevu’ah” or “tevu’asah” 

- “the produce” or “its produce”, the possessor being the earth. The remaining instance where the 

word is used is when the Torah quotes those questioning their survival. They say "Lo nizra velo 

ne’esof es tevu’asaynu” - “(What will we eat on the Seventh year if) we will not sow nor gather in 

our produce?” They do not say “the produce” or “the earth’s produce” but “tevu’asaynu” - “our 

produce”. This choice of wording reveals the root of the problem (weak pun intended). When man 

ignores Hashem’s overwhelming role in his constant survival and instead believes that the financial 

success and the food on the table is the result of his hard work, his acumen, and his prowess, to 

the point that he talks about it in a most possessive manner (“our” produce), then his lack of faith 

will be exposed during a mitzva such as Shemittah.  

 And Hashem sees that the questioner needs a tutorial in this matter. He needs to be weaned 

off the mindset that things of the world are the handiwork of man when in reality they are G-d’s. 

And so, the three times in Hashem’s response to him (where He promises him miraculous crops) 

where He uses the word produce He removes the human possessive suffix from the word, instead 

using “the produce” or “its produce”, as if to say, “Work on this fallacy that the produce is yours, 

for it isn’t.” 

 [It is also interesting that in Hashem’s response (that He will ensure there will be produce 

during the Shemittah year) He uses “the produce’ in reference to the miraculous years, and “its 

(the earth’s) produce” when discussing the return of the usual natural crop of the ninth year. This 

is perhaps to show that in a regular year where Hashem has programmed nature to produce a certain 

amount it is fair to call the produce the earth’s produce. But during the miracle years where the 

produce defies the boundaries of nature, even the earth cannot be given ownership of such a 

bumper crop. Therefore, Hashem refers to it merely as “hatevu’ah”- “the produce”.] 



 Anyone who owns a black hat is familiar with the vital Jewish custom of affixing a label 

to the inside with either the name or the initials of its owner. I say vital because many black hats 

look the same, making it a near impossible task to identify which one is yours were it not for the 

identifying label. And that is why it is common to walk into a Shul or Yeshiva coatroom after 

davening and find grown men lifting each hat off the hat-rack, turning it over, and looking inside 

to check the legend on the label. I have a relative with a mischievous sense of humor who decided 

once to liven things up and bring a smile to people’s faces so on his hat label he wrote the legend 

“NOT YOURS”. Of course, this was a message to all non-owners of that hat. But it wouldn’t be a 

bad idea for all of us to have the same words attached to our hats as a reminder to ourselves that 

everything we have, be it the money in our checking account, the house in town, or the trilby 

rakishly perched on our heads is NOT YOURS. And we will find that with this message our faith 

shall improve and the many questions we thought until now valid will disappear into the bottomless 

pit that is trusting in Hashem. 
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